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CHAENG slag pot price
CHAENG is a large steel castings manufacturer with strong casting and machining
capacity, which can produce 1-150tons slag pot according to customers’ drawings and
requirements. The slag pots made by CHAENG has the following advantages:
1. Mittal orders over 100 CHAENG slag pots annually
Large steel plant of the world - Mittal Group purchases CHAENG slag pot every year since
2008. The order amount has been over 100 pieces / year by now.
2. Longer service life, 6000 usage times
CHAENG slag pot can ensure 6000 times of usage frequency; and the first maintenance
time is 2-3 months later than peers. The long service life of CHAENG slag pot greatly
reduce the maintenance cost of users.
3. Advanced Level-2 Flaw Detection Standard
CHAENG uses advanced detection equipment to perform nondestructive testing on each
slag pot, to ensure the internal quality of slag pot. The key parts can reach level-2 testing
standards of GB7233-2007, and CHAENG can customize the process according to the
customer's specific testing standards.
4. Exported to 50 countries and areas
CHAENG customizes slag pots according to customer drawings, obtaining market
reputation with high-precision technology. CHAENG slag pots have been successfully
exported to the United States, Mexico, Brazil, India, South Korea, Japan, Russia, more
than 50 countries and regions.
Then what is the price of CHAENG slag pot?
This is a concern for many customers. To calculate the cost, we need to know the required
raw material, demands on machining process, detailed technical requirements and
shipping address. So only when the customer provides specific structural drawings and
specifies the material, single weight, technical requirements, transportation location, etc,
can we provide the quotation for the customer.
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CHAENG - Xinxiang Great Wall Steel Casting Co., Ltd
Office Add: Mengzhuang Town, Huixian City, Henan Province, China
Postcode: 453600
Website: www.partscasting.com
Email: casting@chaeng.co
Tel: 86-371-55019878
Skype: greatwall1958
Fax: 86-371-55019608
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